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Strategic Plan Draft Available for Review
SUSIE IVY
INSTITUTE COMMUNICATIONS

Thousands of people helped Tech complete Phase 1 —
visioning and drafting — of its strategic planning process.
Now, the process moves into the goal setting phase that
will include an opportunity for review and input from the
Georgia Tech community.
Since October 2019, more than 5,700 students, faculty,
staff, alumni, campus partners, and community leaders
provided input via surveys, in-person meetings, workshops,

informal sessions, and webinars.
The steering committee worked with the visioning and
collection process to analyze volumes of raw data and
provide the building blocks for the Institute’s new mission,
vision, values, and strategic impact theme areas.
Members of the Georgia Tech community are encouraged
to visit strategicplan.gatech.edu to review the draft. There,
you can submit feedback through March 20, and learn more
about the process, the data collection and analysis methodology, and next steps.
Questions can be sent to strategicplan@gatech.edu.

A New Dean for
Ivan Allen College

BEYOND WORDS

Photo by Evan Atkinson

The exhibition at the Robert C. Williams Museum of Papermaking explores a range of storytelling techniques from woodcuts to
comic strips. It runs through March 16.

Getting Ready for OneUSG Connect
TRESHEA WADE
HUMAN RESOURCES

Later this month, Georgia Tech will launch OneUSG
Connect, the technology platform developed to support
all University System of Georgia (USG) institutions in
managing human resources (HR), compensation, and
benefits. To prepare for this change, there are a few tasks
you can perform to ease the transition.
All faculty, staff, and student employees are encouraged
to visit TechWorks to review their information and make
any updates if necessary. This information should be saved
to have as a reference after we move to OneUSG Connect

NEWS
BRIEFS

to ensure your personal information has been converted
correctly.
We highly recommend you print your Personal
Information Summary, which provides a consolidated view
of your personal HR data (e.g., name, address, phone). To
access this information, go to TechWorks and expand the
My Personal Information gear to access the summary page.
It would also be beneficial to select the My Payroll &
Compensation link to save and print your direct deposit,
voluntary deduction, pay, and W-2 tax information.

see
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How to Reserve Tech’s
Public Forum Area

Members of the Georgia Tech
community and the general
public can schedule events to promote free
speech, free exercise of religion, and the
right to assemble peaceably. Reservations
are required. Make your request at:
http://www.space.gatech.edu/gt-events

Organizational Changes in
Administration and Finance

Kelly Fox, executive vice president for
Administration and Finance, recently
announced initial restructuring that will
more effectively align resources and begin the
transition out of the interim leadership phase of
the past 18 months. Learn more at:
af.gatech.edu

Kaye Husbands Fealing, professor
and chair of the School of Public Policy,
has been named the next dean and Ivan
Allen Jr. Chair of the Ivan Allen College
of Liberal Arts at Georgia Tech, effective
June 1.
“I am delighted that Kaye Husbands
Fealing will be the next dean of the
Ivan Allen College of Liberal Arts,” said
Rafael L. Bras, provost and executive
vice president for Academic Affairs.
“In her time as school chair, she has
proven herself time and time again to
be a trusted and accomplished leader,
administrator, and scholar. Her wealth
of experience will be instrumental in
ushering in what I know will be an
exciting next chapter for the College.”
Husbands Fealing came to Tech
in 2014 from the Humphrey School
of Public Affairs at the University of
Minnesota. Before that, she served as a
study director at the National Academy
of Sciences in Washington, D.C. Her
career began at Williams College, where
she started as assistant professor in the
economics Department and left after 20
years as the William Brough Professor of
Economics.
Additionally, she held visiting professorships at Smith College and Colgate
University, a research associate position
at MIT, and served in several different
capacities with the National Science
Foundation.
“I am grateful to be appointed dean
of the Ivan Allen College of Liberal
see
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EVENTS
ARTS AND
CULTURE
March 7
The Guthman Musical Instrument
Competition welcomes musical
inventors from around the world
to share their creations. The 2020
competition, which takes place from
7 to 9 p.m. at the Ferst Center for
the Arts, will pair each finalist with
a skilled musician from the Atlanta
area. Admission is free.
guthman.gatech.edu

March 12 through
June 1
The theme for Spring 2020’s Clough
Art Crawl is “Identity, Community,
and Belonging.” The juried
exhibition in Clough Commons
is free and open during normal
building hours.
arts.gatech.edu/clough-art-crawl
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Construction Drives Continued Campus Evolution
CATHY BRIM
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

Several major construction projects have
been completed or are about to wrap up on
campus this semester. Other projects are
moving forward at various stages.

COMPLETE OR NEARLY
WRAPPED UP
Price Gilbert and Crosland Tower
Renewal
The total renovation of the Price Gilbert
Library and Crosland Tower is nearly
complete. Crosland Tower opened a year
ago, and features eight stories of archives,
classroom, study, and studio space for
students, faculty, and staff. The Price Gilbert
renovation is expected to be complete in
June. Once open, this building will enable full
interior connectivity from the north entrance
of Clough Commons to Cherry Street.

HEALTH AND
WELLNESS
March 6
Stop by the Student Center Healthy
Space for Flavorful Fridays. From
11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Health Initiatives
dietitians will showcase flavors of
the season, and Tech students,
faculty, and staff can enjoy samples,
discover new recipes, and get
healthy tips.
advance.gatech.edu

WORKSHOPS AND
TRAINING
March 12
The Office of Institute Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion, together
with the ADVANCE Program
and the Office of the Provost
are hosting an Implicit Bias
Workshop for faculty who serve on
reappointment, promotion, and/
or tenure committees and faculty
search committees. The workshop
will be held in the Student Center’s
Peachtree Room from noon to
1:30 p.m.
advance.gatech.edu

SEMINARS AND
LECTURES
March 5
A Ph.D. symposium, Divergence
in Architectural Research, will take
place from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the
Flex Space of the John and Joyce
Caddell Building.
arch.gatech.edu/content/

EVENTS continued on page 3

monitoring, and solve deferred maintenance
issues. Fifty labs in ES&T have been updated
so far, and scheduling of the Whitaker
Building labs is underway. Details of the
plan can be found at facilities.gatech.edu/
lab-vent. October 2020 is the expected
completion date.

Looking south from 4th Street, the connecting
bridge between Crosland and Price Gilbert.

IN PROGRESS
Eco-Commons
The sector at the corner of Hemphill Avenue
and Ferst Drive is currently under construction as part of Tech’s 80-acre Eco-Commons
project. This smaller 8-acre, park-like project
will incorporate a stream channel to mimic
historic waterflow while capturing stormwater
for reuse. The plans also call for more than
600 new trees and a broad spectrum of
perennials and grasses. Demolition, grading,
tree transplant, and storm line and infiltration
system activities are currently underway. July
2020 is the expected completion date. To learn
more about the Eco-Commons, visit facilities.
gatech.edu/ecocommons.
Smart Labs Initiative
This initiative strives to improve the
functionality of laboratory spaces in the
Ford Environmental Science and Technology
(ES&T) building and the U.A. Whitaker
building by reducing energy consumption
and creating a safer laboratory environment.
Modifications will address demand-based
ventilation strategies, HVAC controls and

Howey Physics Lecture Halls
This project includes upgrading the HVAC
system, updating the restrooms, renovating
lecture halls, and incorporating state-of-the-art
technology and sound engineering throughout
the building. Lecture Halls 3 and 4 are in
progress, with Hall 2 closed and serving as a
construction noise buffer. Hall 1 is open for
classes. During the summer, all four lecture
halls will undergo renovation. At the end of
the summer, work in Lecture Halls 3 and 4
will be complete, and construction will shift
to Lecture Halls 1 and 2 during the Fall 2020
semester. December 2020 is the expected
completion date.
Campus Center
The current Student Center will be
transformed into a flexible space to better
serve the needs of the entire campus. Work
on Phase I is expected to conclude in early
summer. When the Phase I buildings are
complete, essential functions of the Student
Center (such as Postal Services, Dining, and
Student Center Administration) will move
temporarily into the new buildings to continue
operations when Phase II construction begins.
September 2022 is the expected completion time frame. The New Exhibition Hall is
currently accepting reservation requests at
space.gatech.edu/gt-events.
see

CONSTRUCTION, page 4

‘Small Bets,’ Big Rewards
JOHN TOON
INSTITUTE COMMUNICATIONS

Georgia Tech has launched a new
“Small Bets” seed grant program that
will award up to $75,000 for a year’s
work that addresses some of society’s
most difficult challenges. The aim is
to catalyze new research collaborations and fuel high-risk, high-reward
approaches.
Unlike traditional competitive
peer-reviewed grant processes, Small
Bets will make awards randomly from
among interdisciplinary proposals that
meet basic qualifications. As much
as $2 million will be provided by the
Office of the Executive Vice President
for Research to teams interested in
taking first steps toward solving the
world’s most intractable problems.
Each proposal must have at least two
eligible principal investigators (PIs),
and faculty members can be a PI or
co-PI on only one proposal. Proposals
with a PI from the Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI) must have a

non-GTRI PI. Otherwise, any pairing
of two or more PIs will be eligible.
The initiative will consider
proposals from three categories: (1)
GTRI Collaborations, which require
at least one PI from GTRI and one
PI from outside GTRI; (2) Broad
Interdisciplinary Collaborations,
which requires at least one PI from
the Colleges of Computing, Sciences,
or Engineering and one from the Ivan
Allen College, College of Design,
or Scheller College of Business; and
(3) Open Pool, which is open to all
proposals regardless of PI affiliation.
Following eligibility screening, a
randomly selected ordered list will
be created of all eligible projects.
Proposals satisfying the criteria for
more than one funding pool have an
increased chance of being selected.
Applications for Small Bets funding
are due by March 13, and awards will
be announced in April. Additional
information, FAQs, and the application
are available at
c.gatech.edu/2TBXEJJ.
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Lavender Award Nominations Open Until March 13
LGBTQIA RESOURCE CENTER

First presented in 2015, the Lavender
Awards recognize individuals, departments,
and organizations that have made
Georgia Tech a safer and more inclusive
environment for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer, and asexual students,
faculty, staff, and alumni.
This year, the Center will present five
awards:
• Billiee Pendleton Parker Award for
Outstanding Allyship.
• Award for LGBTQIA Student
Leadership.
• Award for LGBTQIA Faculty/Staff
Leadership.

• LGBTQIA Alum of the Year Award.
• Dr. Aby L. Parsons’ Advocacy in Action
Award (newly created in recognition of
the Center’s founding director).
The awards will be presented at Lavender
Graduation on Wednesday, April 15, at 6 p.m.
in the Gordy Room of Wardlaw Center.
An awards committee reviews all
nominations and selects winners. To nominate
an individual, department, or organization
for an award, complete and submit the online
nomination form. You can submit as many
nominations as you wish. Please provide as
much detail as possible and include specific
examples of why the nominee deserves the
award so that our awards committee can make
the most informed decisions. For more, visit
lgbtqia.gatech.edu/lavender-awards.

Recent Faculty Appointments and Transitions
Carson Meredith has been named as the new
executive director of the Renewable Bioproducts
Institute (RBI). Meredith is a professor and James
Harris Faculty Fellow in the School of Chemical
and Biomolecular Engineering (ChBE).
He earned his undergraduate degree at Georgia
Tech in chemical engineering, has been on the
ChBE faculty since 2000, and served as the School’s
associate chair for graduate studies from 2012-19.
Meredith’s lab researches the surfaces and interfaces of advanced
materials, emphasizing renewable components, sustainable processing,
and bioinspired designs in adhesives, composites, foams, and coatings,
among other things. Borrowing their ideas from nature, Meredith and
his team are addressing the needs of human societies through food
security, renewables, and energy efficiency, utilizing natural materials.
After more than seven years of shepherding
interdisciplinary materials research and defining a
materials innovation ecosystem at Georgia Tech,
David L. McDowell is stepping down from his role
as founding director of the Institute for Materials
(IMat).
McDowell is the Carter N. Paden Jr.
Distinguished Chair in Metals Processing and a
Regents Professor. He holds a dual appointment
in the George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering and the
School of Materials Science and Engineering.
IMat was founded in Fall 2012 and formally launched in June 2013
in conjunction with a press release from the White House Office of
Science and Technology Policy highlighting Georgia Tech’s commitment
to the U.S. Materials Genome Initiative. IMat serves a community of
more than 200 faculty and staff conducting materials-related research
that bridges across all colleges and academic units at Georgia Tech,
including GTRI.

IAC DEAN, from page 1
Arts, and I look forward to working with students, staff and faculty
as we continue to position ourselves at the forefront of humanities
and social sciences in a technology-driven world,” she said.
Husbands Fealing brings to the position decades of research
expertise in science and innovation policy, the public value of
research expenditures, and underrepresentation among underserved
groups in STEM fields and jobs.
She holds a Ph.D. in economics from Harvard University and
a B.A. in mathematics and economics from the University of
Pennsylvania.
“Leadership in times of transition can be difficult and requires
a collected and steady leader. I’d like to extend my gratitude to
Interim Dean John Tone, for his leadership during the past year,”
said President Ángel Cabrera. “Thank you, too, to Bonnie Ferri and
the search committee for a job well done. I very much look forward
to working with Dean Husbands Fealing in finding new ways to
deliver on our mission to develop leaders who advance technology
and improve the human condition.”

Jeanne H. Balsam, secretary of the faculty and
principal research associate at GTRI, has announced
her intention to retire. Balsam has served in the
role since 2015. Prior to her appointment, she was
active in faculty governance, serving as chair of the
Georgia Tech Statutes Committee responsible for
administration of the Faculty Handbook.
Her journey at Georgia Tech began more than
40 years ago. She earned her bachelor’s degree in
information computer science in 1977 and served as a faculty member
at the Engineering Experiment Station (EES, present-day GTRI)
through 1980, while earning her master’s degree, also in information
computer science. She returned to Tech in 1982 as a faculty member
at the EES, where she served for five years. After years of consulting,
Balsam returned to GTRI as a faculty member in 2002.

GETTING READY, from page 1
Through My Time & Leave, leave benefit-eligible employees can
save and print leave balances. It is also important to make note of any
leave requested after March 31. All leave requests, including approved
requests, will need to be resubmitted through OneUSG Connect
beginning April 1. GTRI employees will continue using their existing
system to manage time and leave and will not need to save or resubmit
leave data.
Managers should ensure that their teams understand that this change
affects everybody, and that training is completed based on the activities
team members will be performing in OneUSG Connect.
You can access more detailed readiness information at
transformation.gatech.edu/campus-readiness.

OneUSG Connect Key Transition Dates
Monday
March 23

OneUSG Connect is available to view data and process transactions.
• Managers and those with manager access can use Manager Self-Service
(MSS) to submit HR actions.
• Leave benefit-eligible employees will not be able to request leave or
view leave balances in OneUSG Connect until April 1.
• Faculty Data Self-Service will not be available until April 1.
• Careers functionality will not be available until April 6.

Friday
March 27

OneUSG Connect will be unavailable beginning at 6 p.m.
• Kaba clocks will remain available for capturing time.
• All other OneUSG Connect timekeeping methods will be unavailable.
• Departments should provide biweekly employees with the method for
recording start and end times for hours worked while OneUSG Connect
is unavailable.
• There will be no impact for GTRI employees.

Wednesday
April 1

OneUSG Connect is available for all employees.
• Absence requests can now be submitted and managed via OneUSG
Connect. There will no longer be a monthly certification window at the
beginning of each month (absence requests should be reviewed and
processed as they are submitted). NOTE: GTRI employees will continue to
use eTime not OneUSG Connect.
• Managers and authorized personnel can now enter hours worked by
employees while OneUSG Connect was unavailable.
• Faculty Data Self-Service is now available to allow faculty to view rank
and tenure data, degree information, and certifications.

EVENTS
March 5-6
Hosted by the Strategic Energy
Institute and Georgia Tech Energy
Club, the Southeastern Energy
Conference brings together
students, researchers, and
industry experts who are working
toward a clean energy future. The
conference will be held in the atrium
of the Klaus Advanced Computing
Building each day between
1:30 and 5 p.m.
energyclub.gatech.edu

March 6
The School of Public Policy
welcomes former White House
Deputy Chief Technology Officer
Beth Noveck, who will discuss
the impact of artificial intelligence
and big data on various sectors of
the workforce. The lecture takes
place from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in Room
2447, Klaus Advanced Computing
Building.
spp.gatech.edu

March 6
From 6 to 7 p.m. in Room 152,
Clough Commons, join William
Daniel Phillips, Nobel Prize-winning
physicist, for “Time, Einstein, and
the Coolest Stuff in the Universe.”
The multimedia presentation is free
and open to the public.
physics.gatech.edu/events

March 7
The theme of this year’s Georgia
Tech Women’s Leadership
Conference is “Creating Our
Space,” from 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Historic Academy of Medicine.
Tickets are available for students
($15) and non-students ($20).
wlc.gatech.edu

MISCELLANEOUS
March 10
Join the Center for Teaching and
Learning from 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in the Student Center Ballroom
for “Celebrating Teaching Day.”
Register at:
ctl.gatech.edu/content/
celebrating-teaching-day-2020

March 11
Take a break, enjoy coffee and
treats, and socialize at the
Queer Coffeehouse for LGBTQIA
Employees from 11 a.m. to noon at
the LGBTQIA Resource Center.
RSVP at:
lgbtqia.gatech.edu/queercoffeehouse

March 14
The 8th Annual GoSTEM Latino
College and STEM Fair will take
place from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
Student Center. The event features
bilingual workshops, fun handson activities for the entire family,
a college fair, and inspirational
conversations with Latino college
students, parents, professors, and
other STEM professionals.
gostem.gatech.edu/en/lcsf

For a more comprehensive listing
of events, or to add your own,
visit calendar.gatech.edu.
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What to Read During Spring Break
VICTOR ROGERS
INSTITUTE COMMUNICATIONS

Whether you’re heading to the beach or
staying home, spring break is a good time to
escape with a great book. We asked several
Tech staff members for recommendations,
which range from a memoir by “Godmother
of Punk” Patti Smith to a collection of new
poems by Pulitzer Prize winner Alice Walker.

Station Eleven
By Emily St. John Mandel, Vintage Books (2014)
“Twenty years after the
‘Georgia Flu’ wipes out
much of civilization, a
traveling theater troupe
makes their way across
the country. As the novel
moves from the days
just before and after the
epidemic, it reveals strange
connections among the
characters, and how each
of them responded to the destruction of their
world. This novel proves that post-apocalyptic
literature can still warm the soul with beauty.
It also revels in how powerful and important
art can be in our world. Art carries the stories
that we tell ourselves, and maintains our
sense of identity and community in the face of
terrifying changes.”
—Aaron Shackelford, director,
Georgia Tech Arts

Circe
By Madeline Miller, Little, Brown & Company
(2018)
“This fantasy fiction
book tells a familiar tale
of Greek mythology, but
from a very different and
realistic point of view. It
offers a glimpse into what
it must be like to be born
into power, yet not have
any. To be surrounded by
beauty, but not see it in
yourself. Circe does find
power and beauty, but in the least likely
of places.”
—Kaleitha Johnson, professional
development and recruitment coordinator,
Department of Housing and Residence Life

Just Kids
By Patti Smith, Ecco (2010)
“Poet and ‘Godmother
of Punk’ Patti Smith
writes about her relationship with photographer
Robert Mapplethorpe. The
memoir captures a significant moment in American
culture — the art and
music scene in New York
City during the late 1960s
and early 1970s — while
Smith and Mapplethorpe are struggling to
make it as artists. Smith vividly recounts her
encounters with other ’60s icons such as Janis
Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, and Andy Warhol. Her
memoir is part adventure and part coming of
age as an artist; however, it’s mostly a story
about how love shows up in unconventional
and unexpected ways. Even if you’ve never
heard Patti Smith’s work, you’ll appreciate her
evocative prose and storytelling. Just Kids won
the National Book Award for Nonfiction and
was selected as the One Book, One New York
winner for 2019.”
—Rachel Watts, training generalist,
Human Resources

Taking the Arrow Out of the Heart
By Alice Walker, Simon & Schuster (2018)
“Published just months
shy of the esteemed
author’s 75th birthday,
Taking the Arrow Out of the
Heart fits perfectly among
other seminal works
of Alice Walker and, at
almost 70 poems, could
easily be confused as a
retrospective volume, not
an impressive collection
of new works. The comfortable familiarity of
intense, occasionally idyllic,W verses on life
and purpose present an almost unbearable
irony, reflecting not on Walker, but on society’s
departure from the beautiful, meaningful
pieces of daily life. We’re reminded of our
responsibilities during climates of indifference
and uncertainty, but also of the debt owed
ourselves to live magically and free. Allow this
book to serve as your welcome message to a
new season.”
—Jerrold Mobley, information associate,
Georgia Tech Library

CONSTRUCTION, from page 2
JUST GETTING STARTED
Campuswide door access control
upgrade program
A plan to upgrade the current controlled
access system on exterior and interior doors
located in educational buildings is underway.
The scope of work includes the replacement
of existing hardware systems for more than
2,000 doors on campus. The campus currently
has multiple access systems, making it difficult
to quickly secure buildings in the event of an
emergency. This new access control solution
contains a global management module and
video surveillance capability.
The current phase of work, consisting of 89
doors in the Manufacturing Related Disciplines
Complex and the Love Manufacturing

Building, is expected to be complete by the
end of February. The next phase of access
upgrades is scheduled to be complete by the
end of July. The entire project is expected to be
completed by July 2021.
Interior renovations
Due to the recent relocation of employees
to the Coda Building in Technology Square,

Redhead in a Blue Convertible
By Ivan Scott, 303 Publishing (2019)
“I read this book last
fall and enjoyed its many
facets. There is romance,
mystery, and a sense of
passion for life. Plus, it
takes place in Atlanta,
so I recognized several
of the locations where
the characters go, which
added to my enjoyment of
the story. It was intriguing because the book
tells the story of the beauty of life, but from
two different perspectives: one from the young
and one from the old. They both see the same
things but what they see is felt much differently.”
—Scott Sergent, video producer and director,
Georgia Tech Cable Network

Just Mercy: A Story of Justice
and Redemption
By Bryan Stevenson, Spiegel & Grau (2014)
“What started with
law and public policy
degrees from Harvard
became an internship with
the Southern Prisoners
Defense Committee in
Georgia, and then the
founding of the Equal
Justice Initiative. This
heart-wrenching memoir
follows Stevenson’s quest
for justice and mercy while giving you a
glimpse into the lives of the most vulnerable members of our community: death row
inmates. Stevenson writes, ‘Even when we are
caught in a web of hurt and brokenness, we’re
also in a web of healing and mercy.’ I urge you
to read the book, see the movie (justmercyfilm.com), and, most importantly, head south
on I-85 to Montgomery, Alabama, to visit the
Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Mass
Incarceration and the National Memorial for
Peace and Justice.”
—Anne Lynch, communications manager,
Denning Technology & Management Program,
Scheller College of Business
The Whistle is always on the lookout for good books. Have
you read something recently that you really enjoyed and you’d
like to recommend to others? Let us know! Send an email to
editor@comm.gatech.edu with the following:
• The book’s title, author, publisher, and publication year.
• 75-100 words describing the book’s plot (no spoilers!) and
explaining why you recommend it.

several buildings on campus are being
renovated to welcome new occupants.
The Center for 21st Century Universities
(C21U) and the Center for Education
Integrating Science, Mathematics, and
Computing (CEISMC) are relocating to 505
10th Street. Renovations include creating
access to support spaces such as storage,
meeting rooms, workshops, and makerspaces
for prototyping and testing. The project is
currently in the preconstruction estimating
phase and plans are to complete the renovations by August 2020.
In addition, 45,000 square feet of interior
space in the Klaus Advanced Computing
Building and the Tech Square Research
Building will be renovated with improved
workspaces, labs, and support spaces. Plans
are to complete the renovations by May 2021.

CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE/
ROOMMATES
Beautiful, furnished 4BR/3BA house
for rent. Hardwood floors, top-ofthe-hill lot, yard, 2-car garage. Easy
access to I-85, shops, restaurants,
Georgia Tech, Emory, Children’s, CDC.
Short- or long-term rental. $3,750,
month. Contact 404-964-3978.
Tech professional’s personal home
since 2017. Located on Lavista at
Cheshire Bridge in gated community.
5.3 mi. from Tech campus, 1.5 mi.
from Lindbergh MARTA station. Easy
access to I-85, GA-400. Garden Hills
Elementary. Email hli053002@gmail.
com, text 404-644-2977.
For rent: 1BR/1BA apt. in Home Park.
Newly renovated. Off-street parking,
W/D, water/sewer/ADT security incl.
Lots of storage. $1,300/mo. Contact
charles.rudolph@design.gatech.edu.
Roommate wanted for new 2BR/2BA
fully furnished basement apt. in
W. Cobb near Marietta Square. Ideal
for staff, student, or visiting scholar.
$800/mo., some utilities included.
Contact dlgray2000@yahoo.com,
770-687-8993.
Short-term lease, furnished room for
rent in Decatur area. Good commuting
to Georgia Tech. Apt. shared with
Georgia Tech faculty/staff. Ideal for
visiting scholars or temporary stays.
$800/mo. Contact Javier, jpadilla8@
gatech.edu.
3BR/2BA peaceful, furnished, waterfront cottage with a view located along
the southern outer banks (Morehead
City, NC); WiFi, Central HVAC, DW,
W/D, several hammocks, 430’ dock,
+/-1 acre, Two boat slips. No smoking
or pets. More info: https://www.vrbo.
com/571844 or email jud.ready@
gatech.edu.

MISCELLANEOUS
Beautiful Korean white and gold king
size brass bed w/ 2 end tables and
1 bench at foot of bed. Rails and
wooden slats included. $350. Contact
alfreda183@gmail.com.
For sale: Unlocked Google Nexus
5X GSM phone (Carbon Black) with
5.2-Inch screen, 32GB memory.
Android 8.1. Excellent condition, kept
in Otterbox case at all times, 12.3 MP
HDR front camera, 5 MP HDR rear
camera. 3.5mm Jack, Bluetooth. Price
includes Otterbox case. $120. Contact
sn2@gatech.edu, 404-201-0948.
Interested in owning partial 2020
Braves season tickets (2 tickets)?
Section 35: behind visitor dugout,
aisle seats, $104/ticket (list price).
B11 parking option each game.
Contact Aaron, aaron.fowler@
gatech.edu.

VEHICLES
2007 Honda CBR 1000RR
9k ml. Original owner, garage-kept,
showroom condition, all maintenance
done. Chrome wheels, tinted
windscreen. $6,500. No trades.
Serious cash buyers only. Contact
404-590-5692.

Ads run for at least three issues in the
order in which they are received.
Submit your 35-word-or-less ad to
editor@comm.gatech.edu.

